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What a crazy last year and a half it’s been. When we last saw each other in 
early 2020, the year was poised to be good. Then, with Covid, the bottom fell 
out. Retailers closed their doors and couldn’t sell anything. Staffs were laid 
off. Invoices quickly came due. At LOWA, we went into “do what we can do” 
mode with the goal to work with every dealer. Orders were postponed, canceled 
or adjusted at a dealer’s request. Payment plans were worked out with every 
dealer who asked for one. Our office staff learned how to work from home and 
our warehouse crew came to work in split shifts to keep themselves safely 
separated. In the end, we don’t think we lost a single dealer due to a Covid 
induced closure! Hooray for you!

Then, like the dormant grass after a long winter that begins to turn green as 
temperatures warm, the business came back. Slowly at first through the early 
and mid-summer, and then picking up momentum into the fall. If there was 
a Covid winner, it was the outdoors, as consumers socially distanced outside 
on foot, bikes, boats and any way they could. By Labor Day 2020, dealers were 
ordering, paying their bills and hiring back staff.

We thank you for coming back so quickly! It really helped us regain our 
business and in the end, 2020 was not a lost year.

While all of this has been happening here in the US, our German team confronted 
similar challenges. Production stops and delays have been frustrating. The 
sales and product development teams have been working from home at least 
50% of the time. Not every project for Spring 2022 will be finished in time 
and some have been postponed. But for those that are ready, we have great 

faith they meet the market demands. (Actually, there are some new-for-2021 
products that we are also excited to finally show you in-person, knowing most 
presentations were virtual last year.)

In our core backpack business, you will find updated Camino GTX and Mauria 
GTX models, bringing freshness to these market leaders. In our ATC hiking 
category, we upgraded the Toro family, are bringing back Zephyrs and 
introduced a Taurus family of light hikers, the perfect boot or shoe to meet 
the demands of all those new weekend hikers! For our ATS sport category, the 
all-new Axos GTX Mid & Lo models are built on a new cross-over Camara 
sole with seamless upper constructions for a new sporty look from LOWA. 
The Camara sole also presents itself on Malta GTX Mid & Lo in our Everyday 
Outdoors category as a great combination for outdoor adventures and lifestyle. 
Customers can choose one boot or shoe for the best of both worlds. Overall, we 
think you will be impressed by all that’s new from a talented development staff 
that worked hard despite having one hand tied behind their collective back.

LOWA’s production remains in Europe, and we are adjusting to new levels of 
production brought on by all the new outdoors consumers. We will continue 
the fight for deliveries with the steamship companies to improve deliveries and 
reduce backorders. In the meantime, innovation in product and service to you, 
our customers, is what will truly lead us forward.

Thank you for your business!

Team LOWA
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MOUNTAINEERING
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MOUNTAINEERING



2300627299 lime/black 5 – 13 whole 2300647299 lime/black 5 – 12, 13

Our most protective and insulated mountaineering boot was developed in collaboration with LOWA Pro Team member 
Ralf Dujmovits for extreme high altitude expeditions. It’s loaded with technical features to keep your feet protected, 
warm, dry and comfortable on even the most punishing climbs, and has been worn on every 8000 meter peak in 
the world. The insulated double boot with reflective-coated technologies retains valuable body heat while the high 
outside TIZIP closure on the ceramic-coated fabric gaiter provides essential waterproof protection and durability. 
Automatic crampon compatible.

Upper: Abrasion-Resistant Synthetic 
 Fabric w/ Full-length TIZIP
Lining: Textile/PrimaLoft® 400g
Insole: Insulate Pro Alu-Coated w/ Fleece
Midsole: Dual-density EVA
Outsole: VIBRAM® DOLENT - HIGH ALPINE
Weight: 1400 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Italy

We collaborated with renowned mountaineer Ralf Dujmovits to develop the Expedition 6000 Evo RD, designed for 6,000 
meter peak expeditions. It’s loaded with technical features to keep your feet protected, warm, dry and comfortable 
at high altitude, including an insulated double boot with reflective-coated technologies to retain valuable body 
heat. The high outside TIZIP closure on the ceramic-coated fabric gaiter provides essential waterproof protection 
and durability, and the high wall rubber rand protects against abrasion. Automatic crampon compatible.

Upper: Abrasion-Resistant Synthetic Fabric w/ Full-length TIZIP
Lining: Textile/PrimaLoft® 200g
Insole: Insulate Pro Alu-Coated w/ Fleece
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® DOLENT - ALPINE
Weight: 1300 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Italy

 EXPEDITION 8000 EVO RD  EXPEDITION 6000 EVO RDMSRP: $1150 MSRP: $900
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2303157299 lime/black 5 – 12, 13, 14

This high performance alpine boot with an integrated gaiter is designed with a close-to-ground outsole, an anatomical 
fit feature that uses memory foam to contour to the foot’s shape to help prevent fatigue, and a slingshot heel 
for secure foothold, comfort and rock feel. Very stiff underfoot, insulated yet extremely light in weight for a low 
altitude mountaineering boot, and automatic crampon-compatible, this is truly a “Formula One” boot for mixed 
climbing and low altitude expeditions. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Abrasion-Resistant Synthetic Fabric w/ Full-length TIZIP
Lining: GORE-TEX DURATHERM®

Insole: Insulate Pro Alu-Coated w/ Fleece
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® ALP TRAC® ICE
Weight: 875 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Italy

 ALPINE ICE GTX MSRP: $650

photo: © Sunny Stroeer
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A modern take on a versatile, all-around alpine boot, this insulated model’s design balances flexibility with durability, and excels in both hiking 
comfort and climbing performance. The Fit Wing features allows for easy ankle articulation, making it ideal for heavy backpacking trips as well 
as for mixed climbing. Automatic crampon-compatible. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Mountaineering Split Leather/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX, PrimaLoft® 400g
Insole: Insulate Pro Alu-Coated w/Fleece
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® ALP TRAC® ICE
Weight: 730 g/Single Shoe 
County of Origin: Italy

 ALPINE EXPERT GTX WS MSRP: $460

2200216976 turquoise/ice blue 5.5 – 10.5

2100217299 lime/black 7 – 12, 13, 14

 ALPINE EXPERT GTX MSRP: $460

A modern take on a versatile, all-around alpine boot, this insulated model’s design balances flexibility with durability, and excels in both hiking 
comfort and climbing performance. The Fit Wing features allows for easy ankle articulation, making it ideal for heavy backpacking trips as well 
as for mixed climbing. Automatic crampon-compatible. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Mountaineering Split Leather/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX, PrimaLoft® 400g
Insole: Insulate Pro Alu-Coated w/Fleece
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® ALP TRAC® ICE
Weight: 870 g/Single Shoe 
County of Origin: Italy
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2100820353 flame 7 – 12, 13, 14

A breakthrough in alpine boot design, this next-gen concept was developed in conjunction with alpinist David Göttler who sought a super-lightweight high 
altitude training/acclimatization boot. The flexible LOWA REPTEX abrasion-resistant upper is injected with PU “scales” that mimic a reptile’s protective 
skin, thus replacing a traditional heavy rubber rand, while the VIBRAM® Alp Trac® SL sole features Litebase technology that substantially reduces the weight 
and thickness of the sole without affecting its traction or wear resistance. Combination crampon compatible. 100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: Climate Control 

Midsole: EVA
Outsole: VIBRAM® ALP TRAC® SL 
Weight: 550 g/Single Shoe 
County of Origin: Italy

 ALPINE SL GTX MSRP: $450

Designed for the elite alpinist who’s tackling challenging peaks, this super technical model is nimble and lightweight yet loaded with performance 
details. The new sole package includes a PU wedge for cushioning and a stiffer TPU wedge for stability, PU-injected LOWA Reptex® protective 
reinforcements on the upper, a carbon -reinforced stabilizer, and a Lycra® collar to protect from snow and debris. Semi-automatic crampon 
compatible. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather/Synthetic
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® ALP TRAC® NUMEN
Weight: 760 g/Single Shoe 
County of Origin: Italy

 ALPINE EVO GTX MSRP: $425

2100707253 lime/flame 7 – 12, 13, 14
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2100520353 flame 7 – 12, 13, 14

2200520669 turquoise 5.5 – 10.5

 CEVEDALE EVO GTX MSRP: $360 

 CEVEDALE EVO GTX WS MSRP: $360

This versatile guide boot features a thinner sole profile for precise terrain feel and great ankle flex for hiking comfort. It’s an ideal boot for 
moderate spring mountaineering routes or long approaches with a heavy load. Combination crampon compatible. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Mountaineering Split Leather/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® SCALATORE EVO
Weight: 800 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Italy

This versatile guide boot features a thinner sole profile for precise terrain feel and great ankle flex for hiking comfort. It’s an ideal boot for moderate 
spring mountaineering routes or long approaches with a heavy load. Combination crampon compatible. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a 
women’s-specific last.

Upper: Mountaineering Split Leather/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® SCALATORE EVO
Weight: 685 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Italy
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This all-arounder is ideal for ambitious mountain tours, via ferratas and tackling 14ers. It’s been updated with a new lacing system for improved 
stability and comfort, and a new sole package with a PU wedge for cushioning and a stiffer TPU wedge for stability. Semi-automatic crampon 
compatible. Durably waterproof/breathable. 

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® ALP TRAC® NUMEN
Weight: 735 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Italy

2100957253 lime/flame 7 – 12, 13, 14

 CADIN II GTX MID MSRP: $340

2100957935 anthracite/flame 7 – 12, 13, 14

This all-arounder is ideal for ambitious mountain tours, via ferratas and for tackling 14ers. It’s been updated with a new lacing system for improved 
stability and comfort, and a new sole package with a PU wedge for cushioning and a stiffer TPU wedge for stability. Semi-automatic crampon 
compatible. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® ALP TRAC® NUMEN
Weight: 615 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Italy

 CADIN II GTX MID Ws MSRP: $250

2200959772 anthracite/aquamarine  5.5 – 10.5

MOUNTAINEERING | OUTDOOR 2022
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MOUNTAINEERING
2022

EXPEDITION 8000 EVO RD 400g x x x x x x x x

EXPEDITION 6000 EVO RD 200g x x x x x x x x x

ALPINE ICE GTX x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

ALPINE EXPERT GTX x 400g x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

ALPINE EXPERT GTX Ws x 400g x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

ALPINE SL GTX x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

ALPINE EVO GTX x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

CEVEDALE EVO GTX x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

CEVEDALE EVO GTX Ws x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

CADIN II GTX MID x x x x x x x x x x x

CADIN II GTX MID Ws x x x x x x x x x x x x

Ines Papert & Luka Lindvic Marcus Garcia Sunny Stroeer
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2206809449 dark grey/navy 5 – 10.5
2206839449 dark grey/navy 5 – 10.5 – S-NARROW

A workhorse of a boot and a cult favorite among hardcore backpackers and hunters, the Tibet GTX is super stable, making it ideal for carrying heavy 
loads over long distances. Thoughtfully designed features, such as the handy I-Lock lacing cam which allows you to separate the lace tension 
between the ankle and the top of the foot, will keep your feet comfortable over many miles of tough terrain. The lasted GORE-TEX lining provides 
durably waterproof/breathable protection against the elements. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU® w/ SPS System
Outsole: VIBRAM® MASAI
Weight: 700 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

 TIBET GTX Ws MSRP: $400

2106805599 sepia/black 7 – 13, 14
2106845599 sepia/black 7 – 13, 14 – WXL-WIDE
2606805599 sepia/black 15, 16 – EXTRA

A workhorse of a boot and a cult favorite among hardcore backpackers and hunters, the Tibet GTX is super stable, making it ideal for carrying heavy 
loads over long distances. Thoughtfully designed features, such as the handy I-Lock lacing cam which allows you to separate the lace tension 
between the ankle and the top of the foot, will keep your feet comfortable over many miles of tough terrain. The lasted GORE-TEX lining provides 
durably waterproof/breathable protection against the elements.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU® w/ SPS System
Outsole: VIBRAM® MASAI
Weight: 900 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

 TIBET GTX MSRP: $400 / $410 
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2204204397 dark brown/slate 5 – 10.5

Leather lined for a great fit and unmatched moisture wicking. Once the lining is broken in, the all-day comfort is good for years. Super stable, 
it’s ideal for carrying heavy loads over long distances and rugged off-trail terrain. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: Glove Leather
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU® w/ SPS System
Outsole: VIBRAM® Masai
Weight: 725 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

 TIBET LL Ws MSRP: $400

2104224397 dark brown/slate 7 – 12, 13, 14
2104234397 dark brown/slate 7 – 12, 13, 14 – S NARROW
2104244397 dark brown/slate 7 – 12, 13, 14 – WXL-WIDE
2604224397 dark brown/slate 15, 16 – EXTRA

Leather lined for a great fit and unmatched moisture wicking. Once the lining is broken in, the all-day comfort is good for years. Super stable, 
it’s ideal for carrying heavy loads over long distances and rugged off-trail terrain.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: Glove Leather
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU® w/ SPS System
Outsole: VIBRAM® MASAI
Weight: 950 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

 TIBET LL MSRP: $400 / $410
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photo: © Kerstin Rysavy

The lighter weight Ticam II GTX is a modern concept for backpacking, with a close-to-the-foot fit, easy ankle flex and lacing, yet still offers all the 
support and stability that’s needed when carrying heavy loads. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU® w/ SPS System
Outsole: VIBRAM® APPTRAIL
Weight: 820 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

 TICAM II GTX MSRP: $400 / $410

2106969720 anthracite/orange 7 – 12, 13, 14 2106969974 black/green 7 – 13, 14
2106939974 black/green 7 – 13, 14 – WXL-WIDE
2606909974 black/green 15, 16 – EXTRA
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2104414527 brown/graphite 7 – 12, 13, 14

The acclaimed Camino is now greater in 2022, and includes this leather-lined version for the ultimate close-to-the-foot fit. We’ve made a few small 
updates to make it even more stable and comfortable, including creating an ankle “patch”area to allow for more ankle flex when walking uphill. The 
new sole package improves the boot’s rolling properties, and enhances stability and comfort underfoot via strategically placed cushioning under the 
heel and ball of the foot. As always, the LOWA lacing system remains state of the industry, preventing pressure points and ensuring all-day comfort.  

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: Glove Leather
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® APPTRAIL II
Weight: 775 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

 CAMINO EVO LL MSRP: $330

The acclaimed Camino GTX is now even greater in 2022! We’ve made a few small updates to make it even more stable and comfortable, including 
creating an ankle “patch” area to allow for more ankle flex when walking uphill. The new sole package improves the boot’s rolling properties, and 
enhances stability and comfort underfoot via strategically placed cushioning under the heel and ball of the foot. As always, the LOWA lacing system 
remains state of the industry, preventing pressure points and ensuring all-day comfort. 
Durably waterproof/breathable. 

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® APPTRAIL II
Weight: 800 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

 CAMINO EVO GTX MSRP: $330

2106274527 brown/graphite 7 – 13, 14, 15, 16
2106284527 brown/graphite 7 – 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 – S NARROW
2106294527 brown/graphite 7 – 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 – WXL-WIDE

2106270920 black/orange 7 – 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 
2106277923 steel blue/kiwi 7 – 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
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2207219768 anthracite/turquoise 5 – 10.5
2207229768 anthracite/turquoise 5 – 10.5 – WXL-WIDE

The ultimate comfort trekking boot for women just got even better! We’ve made a few tweaks such as reducing overlapping materials and stitching, 
in order to reduce any possible hot spots, and have slightly raised the Achilles padding for even more comfort around the ankle. The new sole 
package improves the boot’s rolling properties, and enhances stability and comfort underfoot via strategically placed cushioning under the heel 
and ball of the foot. As always, the LOWA lacing system remains state of the industry, preventing pressure points and ensuring all-day comfort.  
Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® APPTRAIL II Ws
Weight: 625 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

2207216951 navy/berry 5 – 10.5

 MAURIA EVO GTX Ws MSRP: $335

photo: © Frank Kretschmann
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2104020997 slate 7 – 12, 13, 14
2604020997 slate 15, 16 – EXTRA

photo: © Benjamin Pfitscher

 TREKKER MSRP: $325 / $340

This classic trekking boot features embossed waxed nubuck uppers for a rugged heritage look. With a one-piece design, and multiple comfort 
features such as the anatomically designed C4 Tongue and bi-density midsole, it’s perfect for many miles of hard use, both on and off trail. 
Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: Bi-Density DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® NATURAL
Weight: 850 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

2106870997 slate 7 – 13, 14
2106880997 slate 7 – 13, 14 – WXL-WIDE
2606870997 slate 15, 16 – EXTRA

 RANGER III GTX MSRP: $330 / $340

Our trusty Trekker has long been considered the best fitting boot in the entire outdoor industry. 
The upper wraps around the ankle and foot providing a close-to-the-foot feel, especially over the 
arch and instep areas. Add eco-friendly premium Heinen nubuck uppers, a chromium-free glove 
leather lining and a VIBRAM® Natural outsole and you’ve got an enduring modern classic.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: Glove Leather
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: Bi-Density DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® NATURAL
Weight: 830 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany
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 LADY LIGHT LL MSRP: $295

2206689781 graphite/jade 5 – 10.5

This boot was designed for women with sensitive feet who are looking for a great trekking boot with more room in the metatarsal area. 
In addition, the one-piece upper has no interior stitching, while the flat ribbon lace loops lie flat to prevent pressure along the top of the foot. 
Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: Bi-Density DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® TRAC® LITE II
Weight: 550 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

2206689758 slate/green 5 – 10.5

 LADY LIGHT GTX MSRP: $295

2204609767 slate/turquoise 5 – 10.5

This leather-lined version of the Lady Light is perfect for those who prefer the close-to-foot fit that comes with a glove-leather lining. This boot was 
designed for women with sensitive feet who are looking for a great trekking boot with more room in the metatarsal area. In addition, the one-piece 
upper has no interior stitching, while the flat ribbon lace loops lie flat to prevent pressure along the top of the foot. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: Glove Leather
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: Bi-Density DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® TRAC® LITE II
Weight: 510 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany
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This lightweight boot is designed to keep feet supported and protected while trekking over moderate terrain. It features our proven comfort details 
such as X-Lacing®, which keeps the tongue centered, and roller eyelets that are set on free-moving tabs to reduce pressure along the top of the foot. 
Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: Bi-Density DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® TRAC® LITE II
Weight: 550 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

 BADIA GTX Ws MSRP: $270

 BALDO GTX MSRP: $270

2206129743 anthracite/blue 5 – 10.5

2106169746 anthracite/olive 7 – 12, 13, 142106160920 black/orange 7 – 12, 13, 14 

This lightweight boot is designed to keep feet supported and protected while trekking over moderate 
terrain. It features our proven comfort details such as X-Lacing, which keeps the tongue centered, 
and roller eyelets that are set on free-moving tabs to reduce pressure along the top of the foot.
Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: Bi-Density DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® TRAC® LITE II
Weight: 675 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany
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2207640351 berry 5 – 10.5

We’ve updated the LOWA® Explorer family of modern leather trekking boots with the addition of a TPU heel cap for extra protection and contrast 
lacing for a sportier look. All the other comfort features that have made the LOWA® Explorer family so successful: A softer, lighter-weight DynaPU®+ 
midsole with a cushioning heel wedge, an easy walking flex plus an ultra-grippy rubber outsole. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s- 
specific last.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DynaPU®+
Outsole: VIBRAM® ROCK TRAC® EVO
Weight: 490 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

 LOWA® EXPLORER II GTX MID Ws MSRP: $250

2107606910 navy/orange 7 – 12, 13, 14

2207649756 anthracite/berry 5 – 10.5

We’ve updated the LOWA® Explorer family of modern leather trekking boots with the addition of a TPU heel cap for extra protection and contrast 
lacing for a sportier look. All the other comfort features that have made the LOWA® Explorer family so successful: A softer, lighter-weight DynaPU®+ 
midsole with a cushioning heel wedge, an easy walking flex plus an ultra-grippy rubber outsole. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DynaPU®+
Outsole: VIBRAM® ROCK TRAC® EVO
Weight: 580 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

2107609702 anthracite/lime 7 – 12, 13, 14
2107619702 anthracite/lime 7 – 12, 13, 14 – WXL-WIDE

 LOWA® EXPLORER II GTX MID MSRP: $250
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2207666945 navy/lilac 5 – 10.5 
2207676945 navy/lilac 5 – 10.5 – WXL-WIDE

We’ve updated the LOWA® Explorer family of modern leather trekking shoes with the addition of a TPU heel cap for extra protection and optical 
balance. All the other comfort features that have made the LOWA® Explorer family so successful: A softer, lighter-weight DynaPU®+ midsole with 
a cushioning heel wedge, an easy walking flex plus an ultra-grippy rubber outsole. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DynaPU®+
Outsole: VIBRAM® ROCK TRAC® EVO
Weight: 420 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

 LOWA® EXPLORER II GTX LO Ws MSRP: $210

2107626910 navy/orange 7 – 12, 13, 14

2207669752 anthracite/mint 5 – 10.5

We’ve updated the LOWA® Explorer family of modern leather trekking shoes with the addition of a TPU heel cap for extra protection and optical 
balance. All the other comfort features that have made the LOWA® Explorer family so successful: A softer, lighter-weight DynaPU®+ midsole with 
a cushioning heel wedge, an easy walking flex plus an ultra-grippy rubber outsole. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DynaPU®+
Outsole: VIBRAM® ROCK TRAC® EVO
Weight: 520 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

2107629702 anthracite/lime 7 – 12, 13, 14
2107639702 anthracite/lime 7 – 12, 13, 14– WXL-WIDE

 LOWA® EXPLORER II GTX LO MSRP: $210
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We’ve updated the LOWA® Explorer family of modern leather trekking shoes with the addition of a TPU heel cap for extra protection and optical 
balance. All the other comfort features that have made the LOWA® Explorer family so successful: A softer, lighter-weight DynaPU®+ midsole with 
a cushioning heel wedge, an easy walking flex plus an ultra-grippy rubber outsole. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: Moisture-Wicking Textile
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DynaPU®+
Outsole: VIBRAM® ROCK TRAC® EVO
Weight: 410 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

 LOWA® EXPLORER II LO Ws MSRP: $190

2107680455 sepia 7 – 12, 13, 14

2207699356 light grey/denim 5 – 10.5

We’ve updated the LOWA® Explorer family of modern leather trekking shoes with the addition of a TPU heel cap for extra protection and optical 
balance. All the other comfort features that have made the LOWA® Explorer family so successful: A softer, lighter-weight DynaPU®+ midsole with 
a cushioning heel wedge, an easy walking flex plus an ultra-grippy rubber outsole. 

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: Moisture-Wicking Textile
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DynaPU®+
Outsole: VIBRAM® ROCK TRAC® EVO
Weight: 480 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Germany

2107687935 anthracite/flame 7 – 12, 13, 14

 LOWA® EXPLORER II LO MSRP: $190
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TREKKING/ 
BACKPACKING 2022

TIBET GTX x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

TIBET GTX Ws x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

TIBET LL x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

TIBET LL Ws x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

TICAM II GTX x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

CAMINO EVO GTX x x x x x x x x x x x x x

CAMINO EVO LL x x x x x x x x x x x

MAURIA EVO GTX Ws x x x x x x x x x x x x x

RANGER III GTX x x x x x x x x x x x x

TREKKER x x x x x x x x

LADY LIGHT GTX x x x x x x x x x

LADY LIGHT LL x x x x x x x x

BALDO GTX x x x x x x x x

BADIA GTX Ws x x x x x x x x x

LOWA® EXPLORER II GTX MID x x x x x x

LOWA® EXPLORER II GTX MID Ws x x x x x x

LOWA® EXPLORER II GTX LO x x x x x x

LOWA® EXPLORER II GTX LO Ws x x x x x x x

LOWA® EXPLORER II LO x x x x x

LOWA® EXPLORER II LO Ws x x x x x x

photo: © Benjamin Pfitscher
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3109450724 basil 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15

The Renegade’s fit, comfort and versatility have set the standard for multifunction boots for over 
20 years. With its accommodating Derby-cut styling, DuraPU® MONOWRAP® frame construction 
for stability, full-length stabilizer for underfoot support, sleek yet rugged nubuck uppers for 
durability, and a VIBRAM® Evo sole for sure-footed traction, it’s no wonder that the Renegade 
is our best-selling model. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® EVO
Weight: 555 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 RENEGADE GTX MID NEW COLORS MSRP: $245

3109459780 anthracite/steel blue 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 153109457898 olive/mustard 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15

3109459948 black/olive 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 153109456702 dark blue/lime 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15
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3109450997 slate 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15

3109454554 sepia/sepia 7.5 – 13, 14, 15, 16
3109434554 sepia/sepia 7.5 – 13, 14, 15 – S NARROW
3109684554 sepia/sepia 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 – WXL-WIDE

3109450442 espresso 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15
3109680442 espresso 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15 – WXL-WIDE

3109450998 deep black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
3109430998 deep black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15 – S NARROW
3109680998 deep black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15  – WXL-WIDE

3109450954 dark grey 7.5 – 13, 14, 15
3109680954 dark grey 7.5 – 12, 13, 14 – WXL-WIDE
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The Renegade’s fit, comfort and versatility have set the standard for multifunction boots for over 20 years. With its accommodating Derby-cut styling, 
DuraPU® MONOWRAP® frame construction for stability, full-length stabilizer for underfoot support, sleek yet rugged nubuck uppers for durability, 
and a VIBRAM® Evo sole for sure-footed traction, it’s no wonder that the Renegade is our best-selling model. Durably waterproof/breathable. 
Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® EVO
Weight: 440 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 

 RENEGADE GTX MID Ws NEW COLORS MSRP: $245

3209459947 black/burgundy 5.5 – 11

3209456930 navy/grey 5.5 – 11 

3209459789 graphite/rose 5.5 – 113209459972 black/ice blue 5.5 – 11 
3209450331 cayenne 5.5 – 11

3209454747 mahogany/navy 5.5 – 11
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3209450925 stone 4.5 – 12
3209430925 stone 5.5 – 11 – S NARROW
3209680925 stone 5.5 – 11 – WXL-WIDE

3209454251 espresso/berry 5.5 – 11
3209684251 espresso/berry 5.5 – 11 – WXL-WIDE

3209450998 deep black 5.5 – 11

3209454853 reed/honey 5.5 – 11
3209459781 graphite/jade 5.5 – 11

3209457937 slate/blackberry 5.5 – 11

3209450436 taupe 4.5 – 12
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LOWA’s best selling style is offered with a glove-leather lining for those who like a luxurious, close-to-the-foot fit and superb moisture wicking. 
Ideal for warm climate hiking. The nubuck upper is designed to closely wrap around the foot and is supported with a PU MONOWRAP® midsole 
and frame, full length stabilizer and VIBRAM® Evo sole. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: WHeinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: Glove Leather /Textile (in forefoot)
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® EVO
Weight: 475 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 RENEGADE LL MID Ws

LOWA’s best selling style is offered with a glove-leather lining for those who like a luxurious, close-to-the-foot fit and superb moisture wicking. 
Ideal for warm climate hiking. The nubuck upper is designed to closely wrap around the foot and is supported with a PU MONOWRAP® midsole 
and frame, full length stabilizer and VIBRAM® Evo sole.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: Glove Leather /Textile (in forefoot)
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® EVO
Weight: 590 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 RENEGADE LL MID MSRP: $245

3108450999 black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 153108450442 espresso 7.5 – 13, 14, 15

MSRP: $245

3208450925 stone 5.5 – 11
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This low-cut trail shoe features a hybrid DuraPU®/DynaPU® midsole for superb cushioning, support and rebound. Add a roomy toebox and extra 
cushioning around the collar and tongue and you’ve got a rugged walking shoe that handle rocky trails and cobblestones as well as groomed paths. 
Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU® w/ DynaPU® Shock Absorbing Zones
Outsole: VIBRAM® EVO TRAC®

Weight: 400 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 RENEGADE GTX LO Ws MSRP: $230

3109634211 espresso/beige 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
3109664211 espresso/beige 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15 – S NARROW
3109674211 espresso/beige 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15 – WXL-WIDE

 RENEGADE GTX LO MSRP: $230

3109639927 black/graphite 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 16
3109679927 black/graphite 7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15 – WXL-WIDE

This low-cut trail shoe features a hybrid DuraPU®/DynaPU® midsole for superb cushioning, support and rebound. Add a roomy toebox and extra 
cushioning around the collar and tongue and you’ve got a rugged walking shoe that handle rocky trails and cobblestones as well as groomed paths. 
Durably waterproof/breathable. 

Upper: Heinen Terracare® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU® w/ DynaPU® Shock Absorbing Zones
Outsole: VIBRAM® EVO TRAC®

Weight: 520 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

3209639781 graphite/jade 5.5 – 11
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3207699781 graphite/jade 5.5 – 113207690718 pebble 5.5 – 11

 TORO PRO GTX MID MSRP: $220

3107579730 anthracite/grey 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

We’ve updated this model with metal lacing hardware that now goes closer to the toe for a more precise fit, resulting in an even more versatile style that bridges 
the gap between traditional hiking and fitness models. It’s ideal for those who want a supportive leather hiking boot in a very lightweight and easy-flexing 
design. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Nubuck/Split Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC® II
Weight: 540 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

We’ve updated this model with metal lacing hardware that now goes closer to the toe for a more precise fit, resulting in an even more versatile 
style that bridges the gap between traditional hiking and fitness models. It’s ideal for those who want a supportive leather hiking boot in a very 
lightweight and easy-flexing design. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on women’s-specific last.

Upper: Nubuck/Split Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC® II
Weight: 540 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 TORO PRO GTX MID Ws MSRP: $220

3107577933 slate/sand 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
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3207500718 pebble 5.5 – 11

We’ve updated this model with metal lacing hardware that now goes closer to the toe for a more precise fit, resulting in an even more versatile 
style that bridges the gap between traditional hiking and fitness models. It’s ideal for those who want a supportive leather hiking boot in a very 
lightweight and easy-flexing design. Glove leather lining makes it a great choice for hiking in warm, dry climates. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Nubuck/Split Leather
Lining: Glove Leather/Textile (in forefoot)
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC® II
Weight: 480 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 TORO PRO LL MID Ws MSRP: $210

photo: © Frank Kretschmann

We’ve updated this model with metal lacing hardware that now goes closer to the toe for a more precise fit, resulting in an even more versatile 
style that bridges the gap between traditional hiking and fitness models. It’s ideal for those who want a supportive leather hiking boot in a very 
lightweight and easy-flexing design. Glove leather lining makes it a great choice for hiking in warm, dry climates.

Upper: Nubuck/Split Leather
Lining: Glove Leather/Textile (in forefoot)
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC® II
Weight: 515 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

3107587933 slate/sand 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 TORO PRO LL MID MSRP: $220
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3209310718 pebble 5.5 – 11

 TORO PRO GTX LO MSRP: $210

3109316130 steel blue/grey 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

We’ve updated this modern hiking shoe with metal eyelets and lacing that now goes closer to the toe for a more precise fit, resulting in an even more versatile 
style that bridges the gap between traditional hiking and fitness models. It’s ideal for those who want a supportive leather trail shoe in a very lightweight and 
easy-flexing design. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Nubuck/Split Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC® II
Weight: 445 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

We’ve updated this modern hiking shoe with metal eyelets and lacing that now goes closer to the toe for a more precise fit, resulting in an even 
more versatile style that bridges the gap between traditional hiking and fitness models. It’s ideal for those who want a supportive leather trail shoe 
in a very lightweight and easy-flexing design. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Nubuck/Split Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC® II
Weight: 360 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 TORO PRO GTX LO Ws MSRP: $220

3109310925 stone 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

3209319727 graphite/arctic 5.5 – 11
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5208630923 light grey 5.5 – 11

Back by popular demand! The Zephyr lives again in our Outdoor Collection because it’s so incredibly versatile, durable and comfortable, making it 
perfect for rugged day hikes and weekend backpacking trips. It features a higher PU MONOWRAP® frame for incredible stability and support without 
added weight, and a lugged outsole for reliable traction. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX 
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: LOWA® CROSS II
Weight: 490 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

STABILITY

 ZEPHYR GTX MID Ws NEW COLORS MSRP: $220

Back by popular demand! The Zephyr lives again in our Outdoor Collection because it’s so incredibly versatile, durable and comfortable, making it 
perfect for rugged day hikes and weekend backpacking trips. It features a higher PU MONOWRAP® frame for incredible stability and support without 
added weight, and a lugged outsole for reliable traction. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX 
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: LOWA® CROSS II
Weight: 550 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

STABILITY

5108630498 reed 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 ZEPHYR GTX MID NEW COLORS MSRP: $220

5208630917 steel blue 5.5 – 11

3105854185 beige/brown 7.5 – 12, 13, 14 
5108630917 steel blue 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
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We designed this versatile light hiker for on-trail day and weekend adventures. Featuring 5mm-deep lugs for traction, a full-length stabilizer 
and a PU MONOWRAP® frame for support and stability underfoot. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Single Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: LOWA® LIMA
Weight: 410 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 TAURUS PRO GTX MID Ws MSRP: $190

3205250649 navy 5.5 – 11

We designed this versatile light hiker for on-trail day and weekend adventures. Featuring 5mm-deep lugs for traction, a full-length stabilizer 
and a PU MONOWRAP® frame for support and stability underfoot. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Single Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: LOWA® LIMA
Weight: 505 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

3105290649 navy 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 TAURUS PRO GTX MID MSRP: $190

3105290937 anthracite 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
3105290485 brown 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

3205250937 anthracite 5.5 – 11
3205250436 taupe 5.5 – 11
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We designed this versatile light hiking shoe for on-trail day and weekend adventures. Featuring 5mm-deep lugs for traction, a full-length stabilizer 
and a PU MONOWRAP® frame for support and stability underfoot. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Single Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: LOWA® LIMA
Weight: 345 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 TAURUS PRO GTX LO Ws MSRP: $170

3205220649 navy 5.5 – 11

We designed this versatile light hiking shoe for on-trail day and weekend adventures. Featuring 5mm-deep lugs for traction, a full-length stabilizer 
and a PU MONOWRAP® frame for support and stability underfoot. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Single Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: LOWA® LIMA
Weight: 435 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

3105190999 black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 TAURUS PRO GTX LO MSRP: $170

3105190937 anthracite 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
3105199542 stone/espresso 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

3205220937 anthracite 5.5 – 11 
3205224535 taupe/terra 5.5 – 11
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ALL TERRAIN CLASSIC 
2022 MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT
MONOWRAP®

STABILITY

RENEGADE GTX MID x x x x x x x x x x

RENEGADE GTX MID Ws x x x x x x x x x

RENEGADE LL MID x x x x x x

RENEGADE LL MID Ws x x x x x x

RENEGADE GTX LO x x x x x x x x x x

RENEGADE GTX LO Ws x x x x x x x x x

TORO PRO GTX MID x x x x x x

TORO PRO GTX MID Ws x x x x x x

TORO PRO LL MID x x x x x x

TORO PRO LL MID Ws x x x x x x

TORO PRO GTX LO x x x x x x

TORO EVO GTX LO Ws x x x x x x

ZEPHYR GTX MID x x x x x x

ZEPHYR GTX MID WS x x x x x x

TAURUS PRO GTX MID x x x x x x

TAURUS PRO GTX MID Ws x x x x x x

TAURUS PRO GTX LO x x x x x x

TAURUS PRO GTX LO Ws x x x x x x

photo: © Alex Pusch
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3108447952 graphite/flame 7.5 – 12, 13, 14 
3108447920 steel blue/orange 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

3108447897 olive/reed 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

With the new Axos family, we’ve taken a significant step forward in our quest to create modern styles with lightweight, athletic performance and 
dynamic shelf appeal while retaining our relentless commitment to quality, fit and comfort. Constructed with seamless welded PU/synthetic uppers 
that feature a specially designed comfort cuff, and set on our new sneaker-inspired Camara outsole, the Axos GTX Mid is 100% vegan. Durably 
waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® CAMARA 
Weight: 445 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT  

  

MSRP: $250 AXOS GTX MID

3208443705 burgundy/rose 5.5 – 11
3208449716 anthracite/arctic 5.5 – 11

With the new Axos family, we’ve taken a significant step forward in our quest to create modern styles with lightweight, athletic performance and 
dynamic shelf appeal while retaining our relentless commitment to quality, fit and comfort. Constructed with seamless welded PU/synthetic uppers 
that feature a specially designed comfort cuff, and set on our new sneaker-inspired Camara outsole, the Axos GTX Mid Ws is 100% vegan. Durably 
waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® CAMARA Ws 
Weight: 400 g/Single Shoe
 

MONOWRAP®

FIT  

  

 AXOS GTX MID Ws MSRP: $235

3208449257 ice grey/vanilla 5.5 – 11
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3208039019 arctic/grape 5.5 – 11
3208036917 navy/ice blue 5.5 – 11

 AXOS GTX LO Ws MSRP: $230

3208039015 grey/melon 5.5 – 11

3108034721 ochre/rust 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
3108039930 black/grey 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

3108039701 steel blue/lime 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 AXOS GTX LO MSRP: $230

With the new Axos family, we’ve taken a significant step forward in our quest to create modern styles with lightweight, athletic performance and 
dynamic shelf appeal while retaining our relentless commitment to quality, fit and comfort. Constructed with seamless welded PU/synthetic uppers 
and set on our new sneaker-inspired Camara outsole, the Axos GTX Lo is 100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® CAMARA
Weight: 425 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT  

  

With the new Axos family, we’ve taken a significant step forward in our quest to create modern styles with lightweight, athletic performance and 
dynamic shelf appeal while retaining our relentless commitment to quality, fit and comfort. Constructed with seamless welded PU/synthetic uppers 
and set on our new sneaker-inspired Camara outsole, the Axos GTX Lo Ws is 100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® CAMARA Ws
Weight: 340 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT  
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3107037944 graphite/bronze 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

This versatile athletic boot has been called a “game changer” and for good reason: it delivers the lightweight ease of a sneaker with the support 
of a hiking boot. Its double injection DynaPU® midsole provides superb rebound, durability and cushioning, while the MONOWRAP® frame adds 
stability and support. It’s ideal for fast-packing, do-it-in-a day trips or anytime you want to travel fast and light, with hiking boot performance. 
100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC®

Weight: 450 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT  

  

MSRP: $235 INNOX PRO GTX MID NEW COLOR

This versatile athletic boot has been called a “game changer” and for good reason: it delivers the lightweight ease of a sneaker with the support 
of a hiking boot. Its double injection DynaPU® midsole provides superb rebound, durability and cushioning, while the MONOWRAP® frame adds 
stability and support. It’s ideal for fast-packing, do-it-in-a day trips or anytime you want to travel fast and light, with hiking boot performance. 
100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC®

Weight: 370 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT  

   

 INNOX PRO GTX MID Ws MSRP: $235

3207039707 anthracite/rose 5.5 – 11

3107039930 black/grey 7.5 – 12, 13, 14 
3107039785 steel blue/mustard 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

3207039766 graphite/mint 5.5 – 11
3207037922 steel blue/salmon 5.5 – 11
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3207096959 navy/salmon 5.5 – 11

 INNOX PRO GTX LO Ws MSRP: $195

3207099966 black/off white 5.5 – 11

3107090748 olive 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
3107099930 black/grey 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

This athletically inspired lace-up style is extremely lightweight yet delivers the superb support and extra-long life that comes from our proprietary 
DynaPU® midsole technology. Its design won praises from BACKPACKER’s gear tester (April 2020), who cited its “….impressive rebound…” adding, 
“I didn’t have that achey-tired feeling at the end of the day.” 100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable. 

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC®

Weight: 411 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT  

  3107099728 graphite/orange 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 INNOX PRO GTX LO MSRP: $195

This athletically inspired lace-up style is extremely lightweight yet delivers the superb support and extra-long life that comes from our proprietary 
DynaPU® midsole technology. Its design won praises from BACKPACKER’s gear tester (April 2020), who cited its “….impressive rebound…” adding, 
“I didn’t have that achey-tired feeling at the end of the day.” 100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC®

Weight: 349 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT  
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3205167913 anthracite/brown rose 5.5 – 11

 ZIRROX GTX LO Ws MSRP: $185

3205169010 grey/jade 5.5 – 11

3105166910 navy/orange 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

Designed for multi-sport, trail-oriented performance, the Zirrox GTX Lo is built on a double-injected DynaPU® midsole for incredible support 
and rebound, a lower ramp angle for better trail feel, and an outsole with deep, widely-spaced lugs for outstanding traction on loose terrain. 
100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable. 

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC®

Weight: 385 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

3105160748 olive 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 ZIRROX GTX LO MSRP: $185

Designed for multi-sport, trail-oriented performance, the Zirrox GTX Lo Ws is built on a double-injected DynaPU® midsole for incredible support 
and rebound, a lower ramp angle for better trail feel, and an outsole with deep, widely-spaced lugs for outstanding traction on loose terrain. 
100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC®

Weight: 330 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT
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A lace-up version of our popular Maddox style, this is a lightweight, athletically inspired training and trail shoe. The double-injected midsole’s upper 
PU MONOWRAP® layer provides stability and support, while the bottom layer provides shock absorption. The LOWA Enduro Evo outsole’s sharp edge 
lugs and a heel brake deliver reliable traction on loose terrain. 100% vegan. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: Moisture-Wicking Textile
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® ENDURO EVO
Weight: 275 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

Final petrol/jade boot photo not available at press time.

A lace-up version of our popular Maddox style, this is a lightweight, athletically inspired training and trail shoe. The double-injected midsole’s upper 
PU MONOWRAP® layer provides stability and support, while the bottom layer provides shock absorption. The LOWA Enduro Evo outsole’s sharp edge 
lugs and a heel brake deliver reliable traction on loose terrain. 100% vegan. 

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: Moisture-Wicking Textile
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® ENDURO EVO
Weight: 350 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

Final olive/mango boot photo not available at press time.

5106147836 olive/mango 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 MADDOX NEW COLOR MSRP: $160

106140917 steel blue 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

5206076951 navy/berry 5.5 – 11

 MADDOX Ws NEW COLOR MSRP: $160

5206077410 petrol/jade 5.5 – 11

ATS | OUTDOOR 2022
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ALL TERRAIN SPORT 
2022 MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT
MONOWRAP®

FIT

AXOS GTX MID x x x x x x x

AXOS GTX MID Ws x x x x x x x

AXOS GTX LO x x x x x x x

AXOS GTX LO Ws x x x x x x x

INNOX PRO GTX MID x x x x x x x x

INNOX PRO GTX MID Ws x x x x x x x x

INNOX PRO GTX LO x x x x x x x

INNOX PRO GTX LO Ws x x x x x x x

ZIRROX GTX LO x x x x x x

ZIRROX GTX LO Ws x x x x x x

MADDOX x x x x x x x

MADDOX Ws x x x x x x x

photo: © Felix Meyer

photo: © Felix Meyer
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EVERYDAY OUTDOOR

photo: © Kerstin Rysavy.

EVERYDAY OUTDOOR



With the guts of an outdoors boot and the street-smart styling of a luxury sneaker, this style defines our new “Everyday Outdoor” category: boots 
& shoes that are meant to be worn everywhere, every day. Ultra lightweight, waterproof/breathable, and with a capable lugged sneaker-style outsole 
that can take on a pre- or post-work hike, the Malta GTX Ws is designed to fit today’s outdoors lifestyle, and is crafted in Europe with the quality, 
fit and innovation that is the DNA of LOWA. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather/ Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® CAMARA Ws
Weight: 385 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT  

     

  MALTA GTX MID Ws MSRP: $210

With the guts of an outdoors boot and the street-smart styling of a luxury sneaker, this style defines our new “Everyday Outdoor” category: boots 
& shoes that are meant to be worn everywhere, every day. Ultra lightweight, waterproof/breathable, and with a capable lugged sneaker-style that 
can take on a pre- or post-work hike, the Malta GTX Mid is designed to fit today’s outdoors lifestyle, and is crafted in Europe with the quality, fit 
and innovation that is the DNA of LOWA. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather/ Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® CAMARA
Weight: 460 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT  

     

 MALTA GTX MID MSRP: $210

3205110653 denim 5.5 – 11

3105120748 olive 7.5 – 12, 13, 14 3105120917 steel blue 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
3105120937 anthracite 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

3205110923 light grey 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
3205110937 anthracite 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
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3105456030 blue/grey 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
3105450999 black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

With the guts of an outdoor shoe and the street-smart styling of a luxury sneaker, this style defines our new “Everyday Outdoor” category: boots 
& shoes that are meant to be worn everywhere, every day. Ultra lightweight, waterproof/breathable, and with a capable lugged sneaker-style outsole 
that can take on a pre- or post-work hike, the Malta GTX Lo Ws is designed to fit today’s outdoors lifestyle, and is crafted in Europe with the quality, 
fit and innovation that is the DNA of LOWA. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather/ Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® CAMARA Ws
Weight: 360 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT  

 

 MALTA GTX LO WS MSRP: $190

With the guts of an outdoor shoe and the street-smart styling of a luxury sneaker, this style defines our new “Everyday Outdoor” category: boots 
& shoes that are meant to be worn everywhere, every day. Ultra lightweight, waterproof/breathable, and with a capable lugged sneaker-style outsole 
that can take on a pre- or post-work hike, the Malta GTX Lo Ws is designed to fit today’s outdoors lifestyle, and is crafted in Europe with the quality, 
fit and innovation that is the DNA of LOWA. Durably waterproof/breathable. 

Upper: Split Leather/ Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® CAMARA
Weight: 415 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

FIT  

 

 MALTA GTX LO MSRP: $190

3205479707 anthracite/rose 5.5 – 11
3205476119 ice blue/mandarin 5.5 – 11 

3205476917 navy/ice blue 5.5 – 11
3205473018 grape/rose 5.5 – 11 

3105450925 stone 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
3105457898 olive/mustard 7.5 – 12, 13, 14 
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  LOWA® FUSION® LO Ws MSRP: $170

3104159099 grey/black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14 
3104156047 blue/mustard 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

Ultralightweight yet super-supportive and stable thanks to its patented high-rise PU MONOWRAP® frame - the LOWA® Fusion® Lo is completely 
new, stand-alone concept for a slip-on. With its knitted, unlined, breathable upper fused to a DynaPU® midsole, an easy-access elastic collar and 
semi-elastic speed lacing, and an aggressive lugged outsole, the Fusion® is a true hybrid in the best sense of the word. Think of it as after-sport 
recovery shoe, an urban everyday shoe, a capable light trail shoe for short jaunts or as your go-to summer travel shoe (hello again TSA lines!). 
100% vegan.

Upper: Knitted textile
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Single Injection DynaPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® GT
Weight: 360 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

STABILITY  

3104153099 red/black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 LOWA® FUSION® LO MSRP: $170

3204159028 arctic/melon 5.5 – 11
3204159707 anthracite/rose 5.5 – 11

3204157929 anthracite/melon 5.5 – 11 

Ultralightweight yet super-supportive and stable thanks to its patented high-rise PU MONOWRAP® frame - the LOWA® Fusion® Lo Ws is a 
completely new, stand-alone concept for a slip-on. With its knitted, unlined, breathable upper fused to a DynaPU® midsole, an easy-access elastic 
collar and semi-elastic speed lacing, and an aggressive lugged outsole, the Fusion® is a true hybrid in the best sense of the word. Think of it as 
after-sport recovery shoe, an urban everyday shoe, a capable light trail shoe for short jaunts or as your go-to summer travel shoe (hello again TSA 
lines!). 100% vegan. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Knitted textile
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Single Injection DynaPU® 
Outsole: LOWA® GT Ws
Weight: 260 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

STABILITY  
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2104760497 moss 7.5 – 12, 13, 14 
2104760917 steel blue 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

2204760649 navy 5.5 – 11

A lightweight style for everyday wear, it features sporty uppers with a soft forefoot flex for easy comfort. It’s set on our proprietary DynaPU®+ 
midsole material which provides long-lasting cushioning and support. Women’s model made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: Moisture-Wicking Textile
Insole: ATC
Midsole: DynaPU®+
Outsole: LOWA® URBAN TRAIL Ws
Weight: 293 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

  VALLETTA Ws NEW COLOR MSRP: $175

2204760930 grey 5.5 – 11

A lightweight style for everyday wear, it features sporty uppers with a soft forefoot flex for easy comfort. It’s set on our proprietary DynaPU®+ 
midsole material which provides long-lasting cushioning and support. Women’s model made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: Moisture-Wicking Textile
Insole: ATC
Midsole: DynaPU®+
Outsole: LOWA® URBAN TRAIL
Weight: 353 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia 

2104760930 grey 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 VALLETTA MSRP: $175

EVERYDAY OUTDOOR | OUTDOOR 2022
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This highly breathable lightweight summer model is not only an extremely competent fitness/trail shoe, it’s multi-tasking easy on/easy off shoe that 
provides excellent cushioning and support, making it ideal for daily wear. An elastic heel strap provides firm heel hold, and it comes pre-laced with 
elastic laces as well as with a separate pair of laces for when you want more precise foot-hold.

Upper: Synthetic
Lining: Moisture-Wicking Textile
Insole: ATC
Midsole: DynaPU®+
Outsole: LOWA® URBAN TRAIL
Weight: 325 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

2105056923 navy/light grey 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 VENTO NEW COLOR MSRP: $165

This highly breathable lightweight summer model is not only an extremely competent fitness/trail shoe, it’s multi-tasking easy on/easy off shoe 
that provides excellent cushioning and support, making it ideal for daily wear. An elastic heel strap provides firm heel hold, and it comes pre-laced 
with elastic laces as well as with a separate pair of laces for when you want more precise foot-hold. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Synthetic
Lining: Moisture-Wicking Textile
Insole: ATC
Midsole: DynaPU®+
Outsole: LOWA® URBAN TRAIL Ws
Weight: 265 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

 VENTO Ws MSRP: $165

2205060010 off white 5.5 – 10.5
2205060999 black 5.5 – 10.5

2105050999 black 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
2105050917 steel blue 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

2205060649 navy 5.5 – 10.5
2205069171 arctic/ice blue 5.5 – 10.5
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This low-cut shoe is ideal with fitness walking and birding, as well as for general everyday urban wear. Featuring a lightweight synthetic upper and 
a GORE-TEX lining for all weather protection and comfort. Stability and underfoot performance with a DuraPU® MONOWRAP® frame construction 
frame and STG shock absorbing technology. 100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable. Made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Microfiber & Synthetic
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU® w/ DynaPU® Shock Absorbing Zones
Outsole: LOWA® SPEEDHIKING
Weight: 325 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

STABILITY

  GORGON GTX Ws NEW COLOR MSRP: $220

3205780917 steel blue 5.5 – 11

This low-cut shoe is ideal with fitness walking and birding, as well as for general everyday urban wear. Featuring a lightweight synthetic upper and 
a GORE-TEX lining for all weather protection and comfort. Stability and underfoot performance with a DuraPU® MONOWRAP® frame construction 
frame and STG shock absorbing technology. 100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Microfiber & Synthetic
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU® w/ DynaPU® Shock Absorbing Zones
Outsole: LOWA® SPEEDHIKING
Weight: 380 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

STABILITY

3105789937 black/anthracite 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

 GORGON GTX MSRP: $220

3205789771 anthracite/ice blue 5.5 – 11

3105789785 steel blue/mustard 7.5 – 12, 13, 14
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EVERYDAY OUTDOOR 
2022 MONOWRAP®

STABILITY
MONOWRAP®

FIT

MALTA GTX MID x x x x x x

MALTA GTX MID Ws x x x x x x

MALTA GTX LO x x x x x x x

MALTA GTX LO Ws x x x x x

LOWA® FUSION® LO x x x x x x x x x

LOWA® FUSION® LO Ws x x x x x x x x x

VALLETTA x x x x x

VALLETA Ws x x x x x

VENTO x x x x x x x x

VENTO Ws x x x x x x x x

GORGON GTX x x x x x x x x

GORGON GTX Ws x x x x x x x x

photo: © Kerstin Rysavy
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KIDS

photo: © Kerstin Rysavy

KIDS



6400607253 lime/flame 25 – 35
6500607253 lime/flame 36 – 40
6600607253 lime/flame 41 – 42

We designed the Kody in conjunction with renowned pediatric orthopedist Micha Bahr MD to answer the need for a high-quality and comfortable 
children’s outdoor boot that would make hiking fun. Key to its  success is its lateral stability that helps prevent ankle rolling, and a roomy toe area 
to prevent little toes from feeling crowded. Now in its fourth generation, the Kody Evo features an updated midsole/outsole package for even more 
stability and traction, and fun new upper graphics. Durably waterproof/breathable. 

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® RENEVO II JUNIOR
Weight: 285 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

6400509743 anthracite/blue 27 – 35
6500509743 anthracite/blue 36 – 40

 KODY EVO GTX MID JUNIOR MSRP: $135 / $145

This new  style has a modern “big kid” boot look that will appeal to both children and parents. Featuring protective toe and heel caps, a taller shaft 
for support and protection on the trail and a supination-control design to help prevent ankle roll. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® TRAC® LITE JUNIOR
Weight: 270 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 CADIN GTX MID JUNIOR MSRP: $140 / $150 / $160

6400609796 anthracite/turquoise 25 – 35
6500609796 anthracite/turquoise 36 – 40
3601089702 anthracite/turquoise 41 – 4254



This sporty kids’ hiking boot is built along the same lines as the adults’ Innox Pro GTX, with lightweight synthetic uppers, a streamlined 
MONOWRAP® frame for lateral stability and a grippy outsole for reliable traction. 100% vegan. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Synthetic/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Midsole: DynaPU®

Outsole: LOWA® MULTI TRAC® KIDS
Weight: 240 g/Single Shoe
County of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

6401166951 navy/berry 27 – 35
6501166951 navy/berry 36 – 40
6601166951 navy/berry 41 – 42

 INNOX PRO GTX MID JUNIOR MSRP: $140 / $150 / $160

6401169701 steel blue/lime 27 – 35
6501169701 steel blue/lime 36 – 40
6601169701 steel blue/lime 41 – 42

KIDS | OUTDOOR 2022
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KIDS 
2022 MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

KODY EVO GTX MID JUNIOR x x x x x x x

CADIN GTX MID JUNIOR x x x x x x x

INNOX PRO GTX MID JUNIOR x x x x x x x

photo: © Fontes Four Pack
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photo: ©Silverline Films

MOUNTAIN HUNTING



2100224309 dark brown/black 7 – 12, 13, 14

2108940492 antique brown 7 – 12, 13, 14

The Hunter GTX Evo Extreme is designed for hunters who are chasing big game in extremely rugged, above-tree-line terrain. With an extra-high 
shaft for superb ankle support, and a high wall rubber rand for protection against abrasion, the Hunter provides outstanding performance, 
warmth and comfort in tough fall & winter conditions. It is compatible with strap-on crampons and snow spikes. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Heinen TERRACARE® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX w/ PrimaLoft® 200g Insulation 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU® w/ SPS System
Outsole: VIBRAM® MASAI
Weight: 1030 g/Single Shoe 
Country of Origin: Germany

 HUNTER GTX EVO EXTREME MSRP: $470

A versatile alpine boot for mixed climbing, heavy backpack and hunting trips, this boot features FLEXFIT-SYNCHRO for comfortable ankle flex 
and a generous rocker shape for easy walking. Automatic crampon-compatible. Durably waterproof/breathable. 

Upper: Mountaineering Split Leather/Microfiber
Lining: GORE-TEX & PrimaLoft® 400g
Insole: Insulate Pro Alu-Coated w/ Fleece 

Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® ALP TRAC® ICE
Weight: 870 g/Single Shoe
Country of Origin: Italy

 ALPINE EXPERT II GTX MSRP: $460
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2108965599 sepia/black 7 – 13, 14

0204204049 chestnut/navy 5 – 10.5

 BAFFIN PRO LL II  / BAFFIN PRO LL II Ws MSRP: $400

 TIBET GTX HI

A taller version of the Tibet GTX, it’s our top of the line backpacking boot, with an extra hook’s worth of height for added support and stability 
in tough terrain. Durably waterproof/breathable and strap-on crampon compatible.

Upper: Heinen TERRACARE® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU® w/ SPS System
Outsole: VIBRAM® MASAI
Weight: 960 g/Single Shoe 
Country of Origin: Germany

MSRP: $430

0104224037 chestnut/anthracite 7 – 13, 14
0104244037 chestnut/anthracite 7 – 13, 14 – WXL-WIDE

Tall shafted backpacking boot that’s an ideal work boot for hot dry summers, and a favorite among backcountry fire crews. 
This boot is not fire/temperature rated. Leather lined for a great fit and unmatched moisture wicking. 
Women’s model made on a women’s-specific last.

Upper: Heinen TERRACARE® Nubuck Leather
Lining: Glove Leather
Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU® w/ SPS System
Outsole: VIBRAM® MASAI
Weight: Men’s - 900 g/Single Shoe; Women’s - 700 g/Single Shoe
Country of Origin: Germany
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 CAMINO EVO GTX FG

The Camino GTX FG returns for 2022,  with made a few small updates to make it even more stable and comfortable, including creating an ankle 
“patch” area to allow for more ankle flex when walking uphill. The new sole package improves the boot’s rolling properties, and enhances stability 
and comfort underfoot via strategically placed cushioning under the heel and ball of the foot. As always, the LOWA lacing system remains state 
of the industry, preventing pressure points and ensuring all-day comfort.  Durably waterproof/breathable. 

Upper: Full Grain Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX 

Insole: Climate Control
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: VIBRAM® APPTRAIL II
Weight: 775 g/Single Shoe
Country of Origin: Germany

MSRP: $360

0106490493 dark brown 7 – 12, 13, 14

Photo not available at press time

photo: ©60th Parallel
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3106880493 dark brown 7.5 – 13, 14, 15, 16

3106840493 dark brown 7.5 – 13, 14, 15, 16

The Z-8S GTX has been certified to comply with EU PPE regulations and has been updated with the LOWA® Tactical Z Trac® outsole that meets the 
SRA standard for slip resistance. It’s an 8” high rugged, multi-function boot that’s designed for demanding situations while carrying heavy packs 
over varied terrain, and combines the walking comfort of a hiking boot with the support and protection of a hard duty, backpacking boot plus instep 
protection against rope abrasion while rappelling. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: Antistatic
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: LOWA® TACTICAL Z TRAC®

Weight: 700 g/Single Shoe 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

STABILITY

Z-8S GTX C MSRP: $340

Our proven Z-6S GTX has been certified to comply with EU PPE regulations and has been updated with the LOWA® Tactical Z Trac® outsole that
meets the SRA standard for slip resistance. It’s a rugged, multi-function boot that’s designed for demanding situations while carrying heavy packs
over varied terrain, and combines the walking comfort of a hiking boot with the support and protection of a hard duty, backpacking boot plus
instep protection against rope abrasion while rappelling. Durably waterproof/breathable

Upper: Split Leather/Fabric
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: Antistatic
Midsole: Double Injection DuraPU®

Outsole: LOWA® TACTICAL Z TRAC®

Weight: 665 g/Single Shoe
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

STABILITY

 Z-6S GTX C MSRP: $320
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5106740493 dark brown 7.5 – 12, 13, 14

3109110493 dark brown 7.5 – 12. 13, 14

A8” high version of the Renegade GTX Mid, a perennial favorite among early season hunters who want comfort and walkability for long days 
in the woods & fields. Now with a taller shaft for more ankle support and protection from underbrush. The LOWA® Patrol outsole features 
5mm deep lugs for excellent traction on dirt and mud. PU MONOWRAP® frame for superb lateral stability and long-lasting underfoot support. 
Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Heinen TERRACARE® Nubuck Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX
Insole: ATC
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: LOWA® PATROL
Weight: 635 g/Single Shoe 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 RENEGADE II N GTX HI TF MSRP: $290

This rugged boot is ideal for early to mid season hunting when an insulated boot is not needed. The 8” shaft offers ankle support and protection from 
underbrush in the field and woods. The LOWA® Patrol outsole features 5mm deep lugs for excellent traction on dirt and mud. PU MONOWRAP® frame 
deliver superb lateral stability and long-lasting underfoot support. A closed lace-loop system features a locking lace loop to allow the user to customize 
different tensions between the ankle and foot. Durably waterproof/breathable.

Upper: Split Leather
Lining: GORE-TEX Carbon
Insole: ATC
Midsole: DuraPU®

Outsole: LOWA® PATROL
Weight: 658 g/Single Shoe 
Country of Origin: Slovakia

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

 R-8S GTX PATROL MSRP: $280
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MOUNTAIN HUNTING 
2022 MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT
MONOWRAP®

STABILITY

ALPINE EXPERT II GTX x 400g x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

HUNTER GTX EVO EXTREME x 200g x x x x x x x x x x x x x

TIBET GTX HI x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

BAFFIN PRO LL II x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

BAFFIN PRO LL Ws x x x x x x x x x x x x  x x x

CAMINO EVO GTX FG x x x x x x x x x x x x

Z-8S GTX C x x x x x x x

Z-6S GTX C x x x x x x

RENEGADE II N GTX HI TF x x x x x x x x

R-8S GTX PATROL x x x x x x x x

photo: ©60th Parallel photo: ©60th Parallel
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The LOWA Rental Program is an ideal way to introduce prospective outdoor 
customers to LOWA’s quality and fit. From heavy-duty mountaineering boots to 
rock climbing shoes + lightweight multifunction boots, these models deliver 
the kind of comfort and performance that’s essential for great days of hiking 
or climbing.

• Rental orders are accepted for these featured models, colors and sizes.

• 7% discount from wholesale, regardless of quantity, although for initial orders size runs are necessary per 
model. Dating: 50% net 60 days, 50% net 120 days.

• For each pair ordered LOWA will add one pair of the appropriate LOWA socks to be used as either fit socks or as 
a rental incentive.

• Additional LOWA socks can be bought for rental purposes only at a cost of ATS/$7, ATC/$8, Trekking/$10. 
Socks for retail are available at regular pricing and terms.

• LOWA will supply one starter can of Water Stop with each rental order and one tube of Active Cream (with 
Trekking/Backpacking boot orders).

• LOWA will give rental dealers a 10% credit based on the original net purchase price upon return of used boots 
or shoes with wearable tread and no holes, tears, burns or other unusual damage towards the purchase of new 
rentals.

• LOWA will add a rental directory to www.lowaboots.com in Spring 2022 for consumers. LOWA will also do 
two Facebook posts for each rental dealer. Rental dealers should send a logo at the time of order placement.

RENTAL PROGRAM

RENTAL PROGRAM

LOWA BOOTS

photo: © Frank Kretschmann



TREKKING/BACKPACKING

CAMINO GTX / LADY LIGHT GTX – RENTAL 
Both of these models are mainstays in the LOWA line because of their proven 
comfort & performance. They feature LOWA Flex® lacing system for comfortable 
all-day hiking, sturdy nubuck leather uppers, and rubber toe & heel caps for 
extra protection from rocks & scree. Durably waterproof/breathable.

ALL TERRAIN CLASSIC

RENEGADE GTX MID/ WS – RENTAL
LOWA’s best-selling style brings acclaimed trekking comfort fit to multifunction 
construction using injected PU technology, PU MONOWRAP® frame construction 
for stability and underfoot comfort. Full length stabilizer and VIBRAM® Evo sole 
for sure-footed traction. Durably waterproof/breathable.

ROCK CLIMBING

FALCO VCR – RENTAL
An all-around climbing shoe focused on comfort for extended use in the gym or 
on long moderate climbing days, with a slight downturn and VIBRAM’S® XS-Grip 
rubber compound. The anti-microbial Bio-Active lining helps keep stink at bay. 
Clearly marked shoe sizes and a snap-together pairing system keep things 
simple for rental operations.

ALL TERRAIN SPORT

INNOX PRO GTX MID / WS – RENTAL
This new lightweight boot features a bi-injected DynaPU® midsole for superb 
rebound, durability and cushioning and PU MONOWRAP® frame construction for 
stability and support. It’s ideal for fast-packing or any time you want to travel 
fast and light but need the stability that comes with a hiking boot. 100% vegan. 
Durably waterproof/breathable.

KIDS

LEDRO GTX MID JUNIOR – RENTAL
Developed in conjunction with a leading pediatric orthopedic surgeon, this very 
capable light hiking boot can do double-duty for everyday school wear, especially 
when it’s cold and wet outside. Durably waterproof/breathable.

MOUNTAINEERING

ALPINE EXPERT GTX/ WS – RENTAL
This insulated alpine boot features a low profile, very rigid outsole for climbing 
precision and the LOWA Fit Wing for easy ankle articulation while hiking, 
making it ideal for both cold weather, big-load backpacking and mixed climbing. 
Automatic crampon-compatible. Durably waterproof/breathable.
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0100217299  lime/black 
7 – 12, 13, 14 WHSL $276

0100217299  blue/grey 
7 – 12, 13, 14 WHSL $85

0200216976  turquoise/ice blue 
5.5 – 10.5 WHSL  $276

0106489499  dark grey/black 
7 – 12, 13, 14 WHSL $181.50
0606489499  dark grey/black 
15, 16 WHSL $184.50

0206689758  slate/green 
5 – 10.5 WHSL $162.25

5107039930  black/grey 
7.5 – 12, 13, 14 WHSL $117.50

5207039766  graphite/mint 
5.5 – 11 WHSL $117.50

5109450455  sepia/sepia 
7.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15 WHSL $134.75

5209450715  stone 
5.5 – 10.5 WHSL $134.75

5401089702  anthracite/lime 
27 – 35 WHSL $70
5501089702  anthracite/lime 
36 – 40 WHSL $75*All LOWA Rental product feature clearly marked shoe sizes.

*
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LS49069899 
anthracite/black

LOWA Mountaineering

Size: EU  35, 37, 39 
41, 43, 45, 47   

Material Composition:
Complete: 41% polyamide | 31% merino wool | 
 13% polyester | 12% polymide | 3% elastane
Inner sock: 82% merino wool) | 14% polyamide | 
 4% elastane

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $44
LS19190937
anthracite

LS19190930 
grey

LOWA Trekking

Size: EU  35, 37, 39 
41, 43, 45, 47   

Material Composition:
47% polyamide-nylon | 29% polypropylene |  
22% merino wool | 2% elastane

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $32

LS19190930 
grey

LS19100937 
anthracite

LOWA ATC NEW COLOR

Size: EU  35, 37, 39 
41, 43, 45, 47 

Material Composition:
47% polyamide-nylon | 47% merino wool |  
4% polypropylene | 2% elastane

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $28

LOWA ACCESSORIES – SOCKS

LS1910649 
navy

LS19100999 
black
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LOWA ATS No Show 2-Pack

Size: EU  35 – 38 | 39 – 41
 42 – 44 | 45 – 47 

Material Composition:
58% polyamide-nylon | 20% acrylic |  
20% merino wool | 2% elastane

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $28

LOWA ATS

Size: EU  35, 37, 39 
41, 43, 45, 47 

Material Composition:
42% polyamide-nylon | 26% acrylic |
26% merino wool | 4% polypropylene | 2% elastane

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $23

LS17760999
black

LS17760924  
silver/grey

LS02049930
black/grey

LS01047040
green/blue

photo: © Herbert Raffalt
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LS42960731
coyote OP

LS42960750
ranger green

LS42960410
desert

LS42960999
black

LOWA 4-Season Pro

Size: EU  35 – 36 | 37 – 38   
39 – 40 | 41 – 42  
43 – 44 | 45 – 46 
47 – 48

Material Composition:
25% polyamide | 19% polypropylene | 20% merino wool |
22% polyacrylic | 12% polyester | 2% elastane

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $34

LOWA Winter Pro

Size: EU  35 – 36 | 37 – 38   
39 – 40 | 41 – 42  
43 – 44 | 45 – 46 
47 – 48

Material Composition:
53% polyacrylic | 23% polyamide-nylon | 11% merino wool | 
11% polyester | 2% elastane

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $40

LS42980731 
coyote OP

LS42980999 
black

LOWA ACCESSORIES – SOCKS & INSOLES
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8300980111 – Men‘s
8300990011 – Women‘s

8310630111

8300120111 2130090111

 ANTISTATIC INSOLE

Size: 6 – 12, 13, 14, 15,16

 ¬ abrasion-resistant
 ¬ moisture-wicking due to water permeability
 ¬ integrated conductive tape promotes antistatic properties
 ¬ for use in certified Z-C models
 ¬ material composition: 90% felt (polyester-viscose+steel blend), 10% polyamide

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $16

 MOUNTAIN INSOLE - MEN‘S & WOMEN‘S

Size: 7 – 13, 14, 15, 16 - Men‘s
 5 – 10.5 - Women‘s

 ¬ perfect wearing comfort provided by viscoelastic latex foam
 ¬ pleasant climate comfort thanks to wide-meshed and breathable polyester

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $17

 INSULATE PRO INSOLE

Size: 4 – 13, 14, 15, 16 

 ¬ thermally insulated insole to protect from cold and to reflect 
warmth into the footwear

 ¬ additional insulating layer for pleasant climate comfort on cold days

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $15

 ATC INSOLE

Size: 4.5 – 12, 13, 14, 15, 16

 ¬ cushioning polyurethane foam for more fatigue-free walking
 ¬ moisture-transporting materials for pleasant climate comfort

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $16
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8308050111

 SHOE CLEAN - 200 ML

12 per case

 ¬ outstanding cleaning 
 ¬ made with over 90% natural ingredients
 ¬ perfect for shoes with leather or textile uppers 
as well as GORE-TEX footwear

Country of Origin: Germany

MSRP: $18 each ($216 per case)

8308030111

 WATER STOP PRO - 300 ML

12 per case 

 ¬ PFC-Free
 ¬ improves waterproofing
 ¬ maintains breathable properties of fine leather
 ¬ protects against dirt and water
 ¬ ideal for GORE-TEX footwear

Country of Origin: Germany

MSRP: $18 each ($216 per case)

8308010019

 ACTIVE CREAM - 75 ML

8 per case

 ¬ PFC-Free
 ¬ goes on clear 
 ¬ conditions fine leathers
 ¬ ideal for GORE-TEX footwear

Country of Origin: Germany

MSRP: $15 each ($120 per case)

8306330001

TRIANGLE BRUSH

12 per case

 ¬ cleans & preps leather for conditioning
 ¬ wire & nylon bristles help restore nap on split leather

Country of Origin: Germany

MSRP: $17 each ($204 per case)

LOWA ACCESSORIES – CARE PRODUCTS
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8308010999

ACTIVE CREAM - BLACK 75 ML

8 per case

 ¬ PFC-Free
 ¬ ideal for black, polishable boots & shoes
 ¬ conditions fine leathers
 ¬ ideal for GORE-TEX footwear

Country of Origin: Germany

MSRP: $15 each ($120 per case)

8306340001

POLISHING BRUSH

12 per case

 ¬ cleans & preps leather for conditioning
 ¬ natural fiber bristles are ideal to gently clean fine leather

Country of Origin: Germany

MSRP: $13 each ($156 per case)

photo: © Richard Kienberger 
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LACES

20 pairs per case
 ¬ available in a range of colors and lengths

Country of Origin: Italy

MSRP: $150 per case

8305800485 brown/grey 210 cm

8305810485 brown/grey 180 cm

8305820485 brown/grey 170 cm

8305830485 brown/grey 160 cm

8305840485 brown/grey 150 cm

8305850485 brown/grey 130 cm

8305860485 brown/grey 110 cm

8305800999 black/grey 210 cm

8305810999 black/grey 180 cm

8305820999 black/grey 170 cm

8305830999 black/grey 160 cm

8305840999 black/grey 150 cm

8305010493 dark brown 210 cm

8305020493 dark brown 180 cm

8305030493 dark brown 170 cm

8305040493 dark brown 160 cm

8305050493 dark brown 150 cm

8305060493 dark brown 130 cm

8305809999 black/black 210 cm

8305819999 black/black 180 cm

8305839999 black/black 160 cm

8305849999 black/black 150 cm

8305859999 black/black 130 cm

8305889999 black/black 120 cm

8305869999 black/black 110 cm

8305010731 coyote OP 210 cm

8305020731 coyote OP 180 cm

8305030731 coyote OP 170 cm

8305040731 coyote OP 160 cm

8305050731 coyote OP 150 cm

8305060731 coyote OP 130 cm

8305800410 desert 210 cm

8305810410 desert 180 cm

8305820410 desert 170 cm

8305830410 desert 160 cm

8305840410 desert 150 cm

8305850410 desert 130 cm

8305795599 sepia/black 240 cm

8305765599 sepia/black 220 cm

8305790492 antique brown 240 cm

8305760492 antique brown 220 cm

LOWA ACCESSORIES – LACES



LOWA RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUDE EXTRA TOE ROOM

UK  
Sizes

EU  
Sizes

JP US  
Men + Kids

4.5K 21 128 5.5K

5K 22 135 6K

6K 23 141 7K

7K 24 148 8K

8K 25 155 9K

8.5K 26 161 9.5K

9K 27 168 10K

10K 28 175 11K

11K 29 182 12K

12K 30 188 13K

12.5K 31 195 0.5

13K 32 202 1

1 33 208 2

2 34 215 3

LOWA RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUDE EXTRA TOE ROOM

UK
Sizes

EU  
Sizes

JP US  
Men+ Kids

US 
Women  

cemented

US 
Women  
injected

2.5 35.0 218 3.5 4 4.5

3 36.0 222 4 4.5 5

3.5 36.5 226 4.5 5 5.5

4 37.0 230 5 5.5 6

4.5 37.5 235 5.5 6 6.5

5 38.0 239 6 6.5 7

5.5 39.0 243 6.5 7 7.5

6 39.5 247 7 7.5 8

6.5 40.0 252 7.5 8 8.5

7 41.0 256 8 8.5 9

7.5 41.5 260 8.5 9 9.5

8 42.0 265 9 9.5 10

8.5 42.5 269 9.5 10 10.5

9 43.5 273 10 10.5 11

9.5 44.0 277 10.5 11 11.5

10 44.5 281 11 11.5 12

10.5 45.0 285 11.5

11 46.0 290 12

11.5 46.5 294 12.5

12 47.0 298 13

12.5 48.0 302 13.5

13 48.5 307 14

13.5 49.0 311 14.5

14 49.5 315 15

14.5 50.5 319 15.5

15 51.0 324 16

15.5 51.5 328 16.5

16 52.0 332 17

Length of feet  
(mm)

128

135

141

148

155

161

168

175

182

188

195

202

208

215

…

Length of feet  
(mm)

218

222

226

230

235

239

243

247

252

256

260

265

269

273

277

281

285

290

294

298

302

307

311

315

319

324

328

332
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+ 
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m
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+ 
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m

LOWA SIZES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

LOWA recommends based on the foot length (mm) an extra toe room of 15 mm for adults (12 mm for kids). 
Due to individual foot shapes or preferences in fit this recommendation may vary.

The foot length (mm) is a recommendation of LOWA, which is based on scientific findings. 

Kids 12 mm
Adults 15 mm 

LOWA EXTRA TOE ROOM
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ADJUSTABLE TONGUE
Perfect tongue placement, for a precise fit. 

ANATOMICAL FIT
The anatomical shape of this carbon fiber insert wrapped 
in PU foam provides natural arch support and better fit.

C4-TONGUE
The anatomically shaped, padded tongue is designed 
to improve ankle flex and decrease pressure points, 
for all-day comfort.

FLEXFIT®

Easier ankle movement due to integrated “FlexZone“ 
and flexible lace.

FLEXFIT SYNCRO®

Asymmetrical upper construction for synchronized 
movement of the boot’s shaft with the lower leg.

I-LOCK
A cam lace-loop placed at the top of the foot that grabs the 
lace and holds it tight, for secure and flexible shaft lacing.

ISOLATED INNER BOOT
A removable inner boot equipped with a PrimaLoft®

or GORE TEX membrane.

LOWA TECHNICAL FEATURES – GLOSSARY

Uppers & Interior Constructions

LIGHTER WEIGHT
All dimensions, materials have been optimized to reduce 
weight while working to maintain highest performance. 

LOWA REPTEX®

Abrasion-resistant PU “scales” mimic a reptile’s protective 
skin and helps protect the boot’s upper, in turn reducing 
weight on models where light weight is paramount.

MINIMAL SEAMS
Construction design minimizes the number of seams 
to prevent possible friction or pressure points

SHOCK ABSORBER
Every time a foot is planted, the heel can absorb many times 
the body’s weight. To reduce this stress and to make heel 
support even more comfortable, a heel cushion was 
developed for the shank as a way of creating a pleasant 
walking sensation.

SLINGSHOT
Provides a very snug fit around the heel.

TEXTILE LINING
A textile lining is pleasantly lightweight. The textile 
material is durable, easy to care for and comfortable.

WATERPROOF ZIPPER
Protects against moisture and cold in extreme conditions.

Uppers & Interior Constructions Midsoles

DOUBLE INJECTION
Comfort and cushioning is further improved for specific uses 
with a complex injection-molding process using a layering 
process.

FIT FRAME
The shell-like construction of the sole envelops and secures 
the foot to provide optimal fit.bsorbs shock and rebounds 
well, and is extremely durable.

LOWA DURAPU®

This denser PU material is used in our Classic & ATC models. 
It absorbs shock and rebounds well, and is extremely durabl

LOWA DYNAPU®

LOWA’s proprietary PU midsole material is extremely light-
weight yet provides ideal support, durability and rebound.

LOWA DYNAPU®+
LOWA’s proprietary PU midsole, now available for cemented, 
board-lasted sole construction. It’s extremely lightweight, yet 
provides ideal support, durability and rebound.

MONOWRAP®

Our exclusive PU frame technology delivers outstanding 
stability and support. We use three different PU frame 
designs to provide lateral support. The higher the frame, 
the more support.

SINGLE INJECTION
This manufacturing method of injection molding offers the 
highest precision with a direct and solid connection between 
the sole and the upper.

MONOWRAP®

FIT

MONOWRAP®

STABILITY

MONOWRAP®

SUPPORT

MONOWRAP®

FIT
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2-ZONE LACING
Independently adjustable lacing zones, one on the forefoot 
and one on the upper, allow user to customize the lacing 
tension and do special foot-hold lacing techniques.

FIT RIBBON
Minimalist lacing system combines highest performance 
with maximum weight reduction area.

FIT WING
The shell-like construction of the sole envelops and secures 
the foot to provide optimal fit.

I-LOCK
A cam lace-loop placed at the top of the foot that grabs the 
lace and holds it tight, for secure and flexible shaft lacing.

LOWA FLEX®

Upper construction with freely moving, individually mounted 
lace hooks provides a more individualized fit and allows the 
lacing system to flex as you walk, for better comfort.

ROLLER EYELETS
Metal eyelets with small rollers minimize friction, 
equalize tension.

X-LACING®

Patented LOWA technology holds the tongue in place, 
both vertically and horizontally, preventing slippage 
and pressure points and blisters.

Lacing Outsoles Footwear Stiffness 

CLIMBING ZONE
This flat support zone under the toes makes easy scrambling 
possible thanks to a more secure foot placement.

CLOSE-TO-THE-GROUND
A lower-profile platform for better sole contact with ground. 

CLOSE-TO-THE-ROCK
Flatter toe profile is designed to keep the distance between 
foot and ground as small as possible, or precise toe-hold.

LOWA PU OUTSOLE
Conceived and developed by LOWA, this PU outsole has 
a tread design with varying lugs based on intended use. 
This outsole is used in particular for children’s outsoles 
because it offers a good blend of lightness and abrasion 
resistance.

LOWA RUBBER OUTSOLE
Conceived and developed by LOWA, this rubber outsole varies 
in its rubber blend has a tread design with varying lugs, 
both factors based on intended use. Ideal for off-trail use.

RESOLEABLE
LOWA can resole this product for an additional fee.

SLIP RESISTANCE
The sole meets the highest anti-slip standards. Slip protection 
depends primarily on the contact areas of the sole. The shoe 
provides optimal slip protection on slick surfaces as well as 
good grip on terrain.

FOOTWEAR STIFFNESS
We build our boots with varying degrees of flexibilities 
depending upon their intendant use.

Insulated cold weather footwear for winter days 
with VERY COLD conditions. 

¬ PrimaLoft® 400g insulation adds extra warmth. 
¬ Insulated insole protects from cold underfoot.

These models are insulated for winter days 
with cold conditions. 

¬ GORE-TEX Partelana® warm synthetic-wool lining keeps 
 your feet warm and dry 
¬ Insulated fleece insole protects against chill from below

COLD WEATHER BOOTS



¬ alpine profile design with high tread depth and special design for icy 
 and snow-covered surfaces
¬ “Climbing Zone” at the tip of the sole for precise stepping
¬ sole structure suitable for use with rigid crampons (step-in)

ALPINE ICE GTX | ALPINE EXPERT GTX / Ws | ALPINE EXPERT II GTX

VIBRAM® ALP TRAC® ICE

¬ mountaineering wide-cut profile design 
¬ high edge stability for optimum precision foot placement 
¬ self-cleaning sole profile

EXPEDITION 8000 EVO RD

VIBRAM® DOLENT - HIGH ALPINE

¬ mountaineering profile design 
¬ high edge stability for optimum precision foot placement 
¬ self-cleaning profile

EXPEDITION 6000 EVO RD

VIBRAM® DOLENT - ALPINE

¬ optimized profile design for Alpine use
¬ very good relationship between the sole contact area and the sole surface 
 for the best-possible traction on terrain
¬ “Climbing Zone” on the sole tip for precise movement on terrain

CEVEDALE EVO II GTX / Ws

VIBRAM® SCALATORE EVO

¬ alpine profile design with medium tread depth
¬ large “Climbing Zone” at the tip of the sole for precise stepping
¬ self-cleaning profile
¬ VIBRAM® Litebase makes for remarkable weight reduction without compromising  
 the performance
ALPINE SL GTX

VIBRAM® ALP TRAC® SL

¬ modern trekking boot tread with increased contact area
¬ self-cleaning tread for excellent grip 
¬ pronounced front heel edge for good traction downhill

MAURIA EVO GTX Ws 

VIBRAM® APPTRAIL II Ws

¬ modern trekking boot tread with increased contact area
¬ self-cleaning tread for excellent grip 
¬ pronounced front heel edge for good traction downhill

CAMINO EVO GTX | CAMINO EVO LL | CAMINO EVO GTX FG

VIBRAM® APPTRAIL II

¬ modern trekking boot tread with increased contact area
¬ self-cleaning tread for excellent grip 
¬ pronounced front heel edge for good traction downhill

TICAM II GTX

VIBRAM® APPTRAIL

¬ alpine profile design with medium tread depth  
¬ large “Climbing Zone” at the tip of the sole for precise stepping 
¬ self-cleaning profile

ALPINE EVO GTX | CADIN II GTX MID / Ws

VIBRAM® ALP TRAC® NUMEN
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¬ excellent grip on all surfaces thanks to self-cleaning mountaineering tread
¬  rough braking and rappelling studs
¬ undercut heel front for excellent grip
¬ “Climbing Zone“ at the tip of the sole

TIBET GTX / Ws | TIBET LL / Ws | HUNTER GTX EVO EXTREME | TIBET GTX HI | BAFFIN PRO LL / Ws

VIBRAM® MASAI

¬ modern trekking tread for excellent grip
¬ wider platform for staility
¬ easy flex for comfortable walking

RANGER III GTX | TREKKER

VIBRAM® NATURAL

¬ profile designed for outdoor use
¬ very good flexing action
¬ perfect grip

LADY LIGHT GTX | BALDO GTX | BADIA GTX Ws 

VIBRAM® TRAC® LITE II

¬ outdoor-oriented tread 
¬ very good grip and traction on different surfaces
¬ special toe and heel design for better uphill and downhill traction

RENEGADE GTX LO | RENEGADE GTX LO Ws

VIBRAM® EVO TRAC®

¬ hiking-oriented tread with a special adjustment of tread elements
¬ very good grip and traction on different surfaces

ZEPHYR GTX MID / Ws

LOWA® CROSS II

¬ multidirectional profile alignment that provides a solid grip on moderate terrain 
¬ distinctive heel edge for pleasent mountain climbs

TAURUS PRO GTX MID / Ws | TAURUS PRO GTX LO / Ws 

LOWA® LIMA

¬ ensures stability and non-slip performance
¬ outdoor-oriented tread
¬ optimum cushioning

RENEGADE GTX MID / Ws | RENEGADE LL MID / Ws 

VIBRAM® EVO

¬ alpine profile design with increased profile depth and excellent grip on every type of terrain
¬ VIBRAM® MegaGrip rubber mixture for exceptional slip protection on wet and dry terrains
¬ special triangle-shaped profile design for proven and exceptional slip protection

LOWA® EXPLORER II GTX MID / Ws | LOWA® EXPLORER II GTX LO / Ws | LOWA® EXPLORER II LO / Ws

VIBRAM® ROCK TRAC® EVO
OUTSOLES | OUTDOOR 2022

¬  triangular profile design for ideal slip resistance and traction on various surfaces 
and in moderate terrain

¬ abrasion-proof and flexible rubber outsole with comfortable rolling characteristics
¬ designed for multifunctional outdoor use traction on uphills and downhills

TORO PRO GTX MID / Ws | TORO PRO LL MID / Ws | TORO PRO GTX LO / Ws 

LOWA® MULTI TRAC® II
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¬ sure grip tread
¬ traction on different surfaces 
¬ excellent roll-through/push-off 

GORGON GTX / Ws

LOWA® SPEEDHIKING

¬ PU midsole for good shock-absorption
¬ oil and benzine-resistant outsole
¬ excellent grip

RENEGADE II N GTX HI TF | R-8S GTX PATROL

LOWA® PATROL

¬  profile design optimized for city comfort or on light terrain
¬ channels repel moisture and dirt
¬ rolling comfort

VALLETTA | VENTO

LOWA® URBAN TRAIL

¬ profile design optimized for city comfort or on light terrain
¬ channels repel moisture and dirt
¬ rolling comfort

VALLETTA Ws | VENTO Ws 

LOWA® URBAN TRAIL Ws

¬  angular profile design provides a large contact surface
¬ solid grip on easy terrain or during urban outings

LOWA® FUSION® LO

LOWA® GT

¬  angular profile design provides a large contact surface
¬ solid grip on easy terrain or during urban outings

LOWA® FUSION® LO Ws 

LOWA® GT Ws

¬ sharp, medium high rubber lugs
¬ self-cleaning, smooth surfaces
¬ grip and traction in different terrains

MADDOX GTX LO / Ws

LOWA® ENDURO EVO

¬  large profile design that offers a bigger contact surface
¬ solid grip on easy terrain or during urban outings

AXOS GTX MID / Ws | AXOS GTX LO / Ws | MALTA GTX MID / Ws | MALTA GTX LO / Ws

LOWA® CAMARA / Ws

¬ triangular profile design for ideal slip resistance and traction on various surfaces  
 and in moderate terrain
¬ abrasion-proof and flexible rubber outsole with comfortable rolling characteristics

INNOX PRO GTX MID / Ws | INNOX PRO GTX LO / Ws | ZIRROX GTX LO / Ws 

LOWA® MULTI TRAC®
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¬ profile designed for outdoor use 
¬ very good flexing action
¬ perfect grip

CADIN GTX MID JUNIOR 

LOWA® TRAC® LITE JUNIOR

¬ optimized profile design for maximum slip resistance 
 on a wide range of terrains
¬ ISO-certified sole with “Fast Roping” insert

Z-8S GTX C | Z-6S GTX C

LOWA® TACTICAL Z TRAC®

¬ triangular profile design for ideal slip resistance and traction on various surfaces  
 and in moderate terrain
¬  abrasion-proof and flexible rubber outsole with comfortable rolling characteristics
¬ designed for multifunctional outdoor use

INNOX PRO GTX MID JUNIOR

LOWA® MULTI TRAC® KIDS

¬ MONOWRAP® sole construction
¬ stable and non-slip rubber outsole
¬ outdoor-oriented tread 
¬ ideal for many different outdoor-activities

KODY EVO GTX MID JUNIOR

VIBRAM® RENEVO II JUNIOR

Marcus Garcia_LOWA Athlete
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GERMANY

SLOVAKIA

ITALY

CZECH REPUBLIC

CROATIA

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

86 Viaduct Road, Stamford, CT 06907
(203) 353.0116 TEL      (888) 335.5692 TOLL FREE      (203) 353.0311 FAX 
www.lowaboots.com

LOWA BOOTS LLCLOWA BOOTS LLC
We build our boots under the European Union‘s most stringent manufacturing, environmental 
and labor regulations. We put into practice what many other companies only pay lip service to: 
Clean manufacturing, minimal waste and fair labor practices. Learn more about our Corporate 
Responsibility practices at lowaboots.com/corporate-responsibility. LOWA is proud to be 
granted ISO 9001 status for the highest quality construction and process standards.

All product weights are single shoe weights based on men’s 9, women’s 6.5 for cemented-construction models and 7 for injected-construction models, and kids 31. Color and product details subject to change. MSRP – this pricing is subject to change without notice. When in doubt, please 
refer to the Outdoor Collection 2021 Price List for final pricing. Actual colors may vary from printed catalog. Additional product descriptions and tech specifications available at www.lowaboots.com/about/ GORE-TEX, GTX, GORE, GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY, and design are registered trademarks 
of W.L. Gore & Associates Inc. PrimaLoft® is a registered trademark of PrimaLoft, Inc. VIBRAM®, the Octagon Logo, and the Yellow Octagon Logo and the color Canary Yellow are registered trademarks of Vibram S.p.A. Front cover photo:  ulligunde.com. 25June2021. © 2021 LOWA Boots, LLC. 

LOWA boots are warrantied to be free from defects in workmanship and materials for a period of 12 months from the date of purchase. Your 
exclusive remedy for break of such warranty is repair or replacement of your LOWA boots at LOWA’s discretion. If your LOWA boots need repair 
or replacement due to defect in workmanship or materials, simply return them to the LOWA dealer where you purchased them. You will need 
proof of purchase. Make sure that your return request falls within 12 months from the date of purchase. 

• See our website at www.lowaboots.com for directory listing of our dealers and warranty FAQ’s.  
 Please note that fit, paint thinner and lawn chemicals void the warranty. 

• “Fit” is not covered in the warranty. You do the fitting, not us!

PRINTED ON RECYCLED STOCK.


